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DOC Mission Statement 
 

Reduce recidivism by promoting offender change through 
proven strategies during safe and secure incarceration and 
effective community supervision. 
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“Corrections is, among other things, a 
business.  Like any other business we 
must embrace and employ new 
research, new knowledge and new and 
better ways of performing.” 
Secretary Roger Werholz, Kansas DOC 
 
“Life is change, growth is optional.” 
Karen Kaiser Clark 
 
“If you don’t know where you are going, 
any road will get you there.”  
Lewis Carroll  
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Transition from Prison to Community 

• 2010 Minnesota begins initial launch of NIC model 
 

• Technical assistance to help plan implementation 
 

• Administrative steering committee was formed to 
initiate TPC 
 

• Internal agency assessments began 
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Phase 1 Initiated in 2011 
 
 

• Gaps analysis was conducted to review current 
practice to TPC Alignment 
 

• 4 Goals – 8 Sub-Committees – 100+ staff 
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Phase 1 Outcomes 
• Staff training on fundamentals of EBP and TPC 
• Increased staff communication and involvement of TPC Initiative 

 
• Case plan established to incorporate SMART goal planning 
• Launched two new risk assessments and pilot of comprehensive 

case management 
 

• Facility programming documented and categorized on EBP 
intervention; formal process for programming additions identified 
 

• Review of intake processes, including assessments 
 

• Identified TPC/EBP related hiring competencies and amended 
correctional officer interview to incorporate these 
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What we learned and what we 
heard… 
• While challenging, this was just the beginning 

• Identified processes, increased communication and provided 
foundational training 
 

• The next steps are the toughest 
• Changing job roles, staff perception of doing this work, deeper 

understanding of EBP, aligning resources 
• Building capacity to this work right 
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Staff are Reentry Stakeholders 

2013 Celebration and Planning Day Consensus Workshop  
 

What are the next steps for embedding TPC into the DOC? 
 

 



Phase 2 Recommendations 
Develop and 
Measure 
Fidelity and 
Effectiveness 

Ensure Policies 
Reflect TPC 
Philosophy 

Inspire and 
Advance a 
Culture of 
Collaboration 
and 
Communication 

Address the 
Bureaucratic 
Impediment
s that 
Restrict 
Progress 

Use 
Technology to 
Expand and 
Integrate 
Availability and 
Sharing of Data 

Initiate a process 
to implement 
integrated,   
comprehensive 
case planning 

Expand 
Effective 
Intervention 
Strategies 

Create a Learning 
Environment 

Develop 
sequencing 
schedule for  
program 
(what comes 
first)  
  
Define a 
process for 
reporting 
TPC 
Dashboard 
 
Outcomes 
include 
measure of 
staff 
perception 

Embed TPC 
language in 
every PD 
  
Develop TPC 
hiring 
competencies 
for CM  
  
Reevaluate lead 
worker 
promotional  
process to 
incorporate TPC 
competencies 

Develop 
process to 
recognize 
staff who 
exemplify TPC 

  
Develop 
process to 
share info 
between 
committees 
  
Consistent  
messages to 
embed TPC in 
everyday 
work  
  
Develop 
processes for 
increasing 
collaboration 

Create TPC 
Task Force 
  
Review 
offender 
classificatio
n and 
impacts 
upon 
Effective 
Intervention  

Automate 
criminal 
history score  
  
Automate 
MnSTARR 
  
Expand DEM 
to include 
essential 
intake 
documents  
  
Automate QA 
proficiency 
scoring 
process  

  

Complete a time 
study on 
management 
responsibilities 
  
Remove non-
value added tasks 
from case 
management 
  
Explore other 
states’ practices 
regarding CM 
responsibilities 
  

Initiate ICM 

Explore and 
Implement 
alternatives to 
long term 
treatment  
  
Explore and 
implement 
cognitive 
programs at all 
facilities 
  
Target 
offenders for 
appropriate 
interventions 
based on risk 
  
Compensate 
offenders for 
participating in 
risk reduction 
programming 

Review IPC 
training 
curriculum to 
determine 
relevance 
  
Explore existing 
training 
curriculum to 
determine if it is 
in line w/TPC 
  
Identify staff 
core 
competencies 
and training 
needs 
  
Develop 5 year 
training plan 



Creating a Reentry Culture 
• TPC Survey to determine staff “buy-in” and what we need to 

move forward 
• Administration performance in communicating TPC expectations 
• How consistent is your supervisor with TPC expectations? 
• How Important is your Role in TPC (why not?)? 
• Staff are encouraged to communicate with offenders. 
• TPC is a permanent change to DOC. 

 
• Increase communication to all staff and stakeholders regarding 

important core correctional practices and decreasing 
recidivism 
 

• Focus on Mission as every staff responsibility and leadership 
shares that mission 
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Value of Staff in Making Mission Possible 
• Staff are a part of the mission and responsible for it - 

added to position descriptions 
 

• Developing TPC Specialists at each facility to develop 
reentry culture 
 

• Updated All Staff Survey in 2016 or 2017 
 

• Dashboard of baseline measures goes live Winter 
2015 
 

• Working to identify further “branding” of TPC and 
staff recognition 
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Seeing results? 

16 



Be the intervention. 
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Minnesota Dept. of Corrections was awarded National Institute of Corrections Technical Assistance in 2010 to begin its work on planning for implementation of the Transition from Prison to Community Initiative (TPC). Early on, a steering committee was formed to initially review current policies, practices and gaps in within DOC. Those initial activities TPC were assembled around four goals: Utilizing Risk Needs Assessments, Seamless Case Planning, Effective Interventions and Collaboration with Stakeholders. In planning for these goals, the first consideration was acknowledging that the greatest value to TPC is our staff and the commitment to effecting positive change in offenders. This includes not only first line staff but all staff throughout our organization. Community Reentry Director Kelley Heifort will provide insights to making the needed changes for effective implementation.
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Overview

MN DOC Mission and Transition from Prison to Community Basics



Initial TPC Activities and Outcomes



Creating a Reentry Culture



Mission-Focused Department and the Value of Staff



Engaging the Entire State for Recidivism Reduction
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DOC Mission Statement



Reduce recidivism by promoting offender change through proven strategies during safe and secure incarceration and effective community supervision.
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Set the tone for MN Corrections – 10 adult correctional facilities and are not only the land of 10,000 lakes but 10,000 incarcerated offenders, as well. There are over 120,000 offenders on some type of correctional supervision in MN, between probation and supervised release, etc. Our 3-year recidivism rate for prison releases who are charged with a new felony has been hovering around 35-37 for the past decade.



Calling attention to the DOC Mission. Why does DOC Exist – according to our mission?? What’s the overall theme? Anyone brave enough to recite your state agencies mission?? Common  is public safety, changing lives, increasing successful release, etc.



Just like many other states, we struggle with increasing admits, population concerns and budging that recidivism line at all. Knowing that our mission is to REDUCE RECIDIVISM, we are concerned about our ability to really hold true to that mission.
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“Corrections is, among other things, a business.  Like any other business we must embrace and employ new research, new knowledge and new and better ways of performing.”

Secretary Roger Werholz, Kansas DOC



“Life is change, growth is optional.”
Karen Kaiser Clark



“If you don’t know where you are going, any road will get you there.” 

Lewis Carroll 
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Read the first quote

“Corrections is, among other things, a business.  Like any other business we must embrace and employ new research, new knowledge and new and better ways of performing.”



We cannot do the same thing and expect that there will be any other results other than staying here or getting worse, even.



Over time, organizations change their approaches, their practices and their methods.  It is entirely true in private enterprise. We certainly don’t drive Model T Fords, do we? Every year a new model comes out and the demand for better stuf



The question is not whether things will ever change - 

The questions are who will be initiating change, and what will be driving the changes that will occur and what direction will we take to get us there?
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Transition from Prison to Community

2010 Minnesota begins initial launch of NIC model



Technical assistance to help plan implementation



Administrative steering committee was formed to initiate TPC



Internal agency assessments began
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Transition from Prison to Community Initiative IS the roadmap MN is using to help us realize our mission. It’s the direction taken by many other states in reorganizing and prioritizing their corrections business in order to reduce recidivism.



NIC 2000’s best of thinking in promising, emerging and EBP practices at reentry strategies.



2010 we received funding through NIC to take on this model for our state. Received technical assistance to help us think about implementation and kick off TPC.



TPC Steering Committee was formed and comprised of warden’s, other facility department heads, field services and centralized staff 
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TPC Cornerstones Provides PROVEN STRATEGIES for reducing recidivism – not new business for us, by any means. We’ve been involved in many of these areas for YEARS! Sometimes the challenge for us is how do we get BETTER at them. “We’re already doing this” tends to creep in sometimes and quality or continuous improvement is just at challenging as starting from the ground level. AND we can get even better at doing them or improving them



EB offender assessments - we assess but what we do with those assessments can improve outcomes.



Effective interventions  - we have researched several of our programs and KNOW they are effective. Who we put in those programs and being more direct on referring will improve outcomes.



Collaborative case management (focus on life planning with offenders, getting everyone who has a stake in that process to the table) Targeting those who are highest risk, those who if something does not change with them, they WILL be continue to break the law, create more victims and return to prison.



Collaboration with Stakeholders – Traditional Reentry workers – Valuing staff (who has been involved in recidivism reduction to date?) I’d like to tell you it’s MORE than just your normal reentry folks – entire staff and an entire state.  TPC says its about engaging everyone who has input to the resources and things that offenders need to change their behavior – community, facility and field, the offender, victims, organizations and more.
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Phase 1 Initiated in 2011





Gaps analysis was conducted to review current practice to TPC Alignment



4 Goals – 8 Sub-Committees – 100+ staff
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Phase 1 was the kick off for TPC in 2010 and lasted just under 3 years –where we started figuring out what we need to do to align with TPC and making small steps toward progress. 



The four goals were divided into 8 different sub-committees to plan and start implementing and practice changes. Those committee involved over 100 staff –behavioral health staff, case managers, supervisors/managers, field staff, office staff, several offices, lts and even some captains. 



And we accomplished a LOT
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Phase 1 Outcomes

Staff training on fundamentals of EBP and TPC

Increased staff communication and involvement of TPC Initiative



Case plan established to incorporate SMART goal planning

Launched two new risk assessments and pilot of comprehensive case management



Facility programming documented and categorized on EBP intervention; formal process for programming additions identified



Review of intake processes, including assessments



Identified TPC/EBP related hiring competencies and amended correctional officer interview to incorporate these
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TPC mandatory training  in to all staff, regardless of offender interaction. All staff are stake holders in reentry. Everyone got the base understanding of why this work is important. All offenders are going to be released one day-who do you want living your community, in your neighborhood? Someone who has had opportunities to make change or somehow who developed worse strategies while incarcerated? Overview of EBP and MI skills. This continues for all new staff as part of academy.



Launched a TPC blog post where staff can share ideas about reentry. Monthly posts about what  TPC looks like on the ground.



Shared case plan was adopted between county and state agencies. Agreed upon for sharing information on risk/needs.



Formal list of all facility programming and what risk or need it aims to decrease, or if it’s truly facility adjustment or recreation.



Reviewed Skills that were important for officers in having good boundaries and communication with staff. Hiring staff who believe that people have the capacity to change. (Used Zenger Folkman traits). Embedded those into interview anchors.
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What we learned and what we heard…

While challenging, this was just the beginning

Identified processes, increased communication and provided foundational training



The next steps are the toughest

Changing job roles, staff perception of doing this work, deeper understanding of EBP, aligning resources

Building capacity to this work right
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Make new forms and processes, produce inventories, give lots of information



But 



How do you get people to buy in to the evidence based practices? Its one thing to say you get it and another change the way you do the work.

We know we’ve got changes to do in workloads, especially where case managers are concerned. How do you get them to take on NEW, ADDED responsibilities or get others to support them in sharing the load??



THAT’S the MILLION DOLLAR QUESTION/…..



How many of you were hoping I have the secret ingredients to that big gallon of Kool-Aid??



We certainly don’t have the recipe finalized yet, but we are doing a lot of taste testing and trial and error. 
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Remember that linear model and the 4 cornerstones of TPC . The most valuable stakeholder we have in the department – our staff! What if all 4400 staff were focused on TPC – the departments PLAN to REDUCE RECIVIDISM?? That sounds an awful lot like the mission statement. Our department has always been about making MN safer, but TPC initiative wants to embed that philosophy into every unit, activity, every job description. Everything that we do may positively impact our ability to change offender to increase public safety. 



We certainly need assistance from other outside people to make change happen for reentry even outside of the department.



Leads us into TPC for a strategic department-wide and SYSTEMS-wide change. The philosophy transcends our department. 



Rather than speculating on what the department needs to further recidivism reduction and TPC Initiative, we asked stakeholders…
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Staff are Reentry Stakeholders

2013 Celebration and Planning Day Consensus Workshop 



What are the next steps for embedding TPC into the DOC?















In Dec 2013  we gathered about 100 staff department wide who played a role in Phase 1 implementation and asked the question – what do we do to truly imbed TPC into the DOC? What do you think its going to take to steer the direction of the Titanic…



Day long celebration of their work and guided discussion on their perceptions. Excellent stakeholder opportunity.



They brought out 9 areas that we need to consider and some action steps to get us there.
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Phase 2 Recommendations

		Develop and Measure Fidelity and Effectiveness		Ensure Policies Reflect TPC Philosophy		Inspire and Advance a Culture of Collaboration and Communication		Address the Bureaucratic Impediments that Restrict Progress		Use Technology to Expand and Integrate Availability and Sharing of Data		Initiate a process to implement integrated,   comprehensive case planning		Expand Effective Intervention Strategies		Create a Learning Environment

		Develop sequencing schedule for  program (what comes first) 
 
Define a process for reporting TPC Dashboard

Outcomes include measure of staff perception		Embed TPC language in every PD
 
Develop TPC hiring competencies for CM 
 
Reevaluate lead worker promotional  process to incorporate TPC competencies		Develop process to recognize staff who exemplify TPC
 
Develop process to share info between committees
 
Consistent  messages to embed TPC in everyday work 
 
Develop processes for increasing collaboration		Create TPC Task Force
 
Review offender classification and impacts upon Effective Intervention 		Automate criminal history score 
 
Automate MnSTARR
 
Expand DEM to include essential intake documents 
 
Automate QA proficiency scoring process 
 		Complete a time study on management responsibilities
 
Remove non-value added tasks from case management
 
Explore other states’ practices regarding CM responsibilities
 
Initiate ICM		Explore and Implement alternatives to long term treatment 
 
Explore and implement cognitive programs at all facilities
 
Target offenders for appropriate interventions based on risk
 
Compensate offenders for participating in risk reduction programming		Review IPC training curriculum to determine relevance
 
Explore existing training curriculum to determine if it is in line w/TPC
 
Identify staff core competencies and training needs
 
Develop 5 year training plan











The plan CAME from our staff. They have ownership in the needed changes and in interest in seeing these things success. 



So much work going on around assuring our interventions are actually effective and growing cognitive skills programming at our facilities, a TON of work around how we can really case manage high risk offenders and more. 



But I’d like to focus on these recommendations regarding MISSION FOCUSSED WORK and CULTURE CHANGING ACTIVITIES

Red highlights really depict all of the items that recognize ALL staff and their efforts into making TPC possible. These are the ones that are really about staff seeing their job differently, realigning job duties, etc. 
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Creating a Reentry Culture

TPC Survey to determine staff “buy-in” and what we need to move forward

Administration performance in communicating TPC expectations

How consistent is your supervisor with TPC expectations?

How Important is your Role in TPC (why not?)?

Staff are encouraged to communicate with offenders.

TPC is a permanent change to DOC.



Increase communication to all staff and stakeholders regarding important core correctional practices and decreasing recidivism



Focus on Mission as every staff responsibility and leadership shares that mission
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In 2014, we administered an all staff survey regarding several different DOC related topics – conflict management, PREA, staff satisfaction and we added TPC questions.



Administration performance in communicating TPC expectations? – around 50% were satisfied with how leadership is carrying the message regarding staff’s expectations and support



How consistent is your supervisor with TPC expectations? – does your supervisor see you doing activities aligned with TPC? Do they talk the talk and walk the walk?



How Important is your Role in TPC (why not?)? Most staff 60-70% actually felt they had a role in doing this work and saw themselves doing so. Our maximum and close custody facilities were somewhat lower than that average.



Staff are encouraged to communicate with offenders. – that number, on average with 70-80%. (outliers of 59% in closed custody and high-90’s in our juvenile facilities!) Important because if we want to initiate behavior change in offenders, we need staff who see themselves as part of the change process and supported to do this work. 



TPC is a permanent change to DOC. – 45-70% all over the place.



TPC is our mission – it IS a proven strategies and isn’t going away. How do we engage staff  - our entire department around this work.
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Value of Staff in Making Mission Possible

Staff are a part of the mission and responsible for it - added to position descriptions



Developing TPC Specialists at each facility to develop reentry culture



Updated All Staff Survey in 2016 or 2017



Dashboard of baseline measures goes live Winter 2015



Working to identify further “branding” of TPC and staff recognition















GET THAT MISSION OUT - We can now see it on the top of every iShare page, visible on the DOC website, increasing it’s visibility at central office and facilities. 



Changing PDs for all staff DOC employees are inherently responsible for demonstrating behavior that reflects the department’s mission, vision, and values.  Employees with offender contact are additionally responsible for effecting positive change in offender behavior by interacting with offenders in a professional manner and utilizing tools that enhance an offender’s motivation to change.  

Not just a nice statement, but what guides our work everyday – our common focus and mission that taxpayers entrust us to everyday.



Collecting staff feedback again regarding TPC philosophy and communication to see how we’re progressing and identifying challenges.



Dashboard of measures for all staff and statewide partners to note progress. #’s of high-risk offenders engaged in case planning, completing goals, engaged in effective interventions (work, education, visiting/mentoring), even the quality in the interventions 



TPC and using proven strategies is what makes MISSION POSSIBLE – it is not separate from our mission, but it IS the mission.
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We KNOW that DOC is not the only “keeper” of recidivism reduction. We supervise only 30% of released offenders. The remainder are under county jurisdiction.

Our reach only goes so far. Lots of influence of other state agencies and bureaucracies which make things difficult for released offenders.

 

2013 – awarded BJA Second Chance Act Grant for Recid Reduction – Planning Statewide Grant. 13 states. Of those 5 were awarded Implementation Grants



2014 awarded MN Statewide Implementation of Recidivism Reduction (MNSIRR)

Statewide approach targeting 11 MN counties

DOC, Community Corrections, County Social Services and Community Providers

$1M per year, up to 3 years of federal funding

Multiple levels of planning and implementation – 100 representatives on various committees and subcommittees.



FORMALLY PULLING IN ALL REENTRY STAKEHOLDERS STATEWIDE to address the challenges 
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Seeing results?
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We’ve talked about some of things we and partners are already doing to reduce recidivism. We’ve been on this journey of improvement for several years through many projects, grant opportunities and partnerships. Remember that recidivism being stuck between 35-37%



2014 Performance Report shows the state trends in recidivism –

Reconviction rates did DECLINE!!!!!   First time since 2004 (reported 2007) that we’ve seen a decrease. Hopefully optimistic that there are improvements and confidence that we can do better.



Appear that in the past couple of years, we can see that number is slowly budging – based on some of those very things that WE and community partners and corrections agencies are doing.



What if we clearly were focused on recidivism reduction – as our mission states? 



If we are collaborating with all stakeholder on increasing public safety, using proven strategies to drive  down recidivism…collectively focusing on that mission….



Our statewide grant projections estimate that we can drive that rate down 6% within the next 5 years… I can’t wait until the day MN DOC can report a 28-29% recidivism rate…
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Be the intervention.
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No matter who the staff or the stakeholder, we all need to be actively concerned with recidivism reduction and BE the intervention.
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